
Meeting called at: 9:50 a.m. Quorum reached 9:50 a.m

New Business:
1. Election of Chair for Fall 2019
   Meghan Barboza is available for chair or co-chair for the fall of 2019. A new chair will be needed for spring 2020.
   Motion to nominate Meghan Barboza for UWIC chair fall 2019.
   (E. West; Second: W. Flores)
   12-0-0

2. Prerequisites for 300-400 level courses
   It is currently recommended but not required that these upper level courses have pre-requisites. The concern is that it may be misleading to students who are not ready for this level of work if there are no prerequisites eg: you likely wouldn’t want a freshmen in these courses.

   The UWIC recommends that if there is no prerequisite for 300 and 400 level courses, then there should be a justification for that decision.

   Potential prerequisites include: critical thinking or another tier 1 course, sophomore or higher status, or a pre requisite intro major course.

3. Minor in Health Research
   Discussion of the minor. In reference to the name it would help to align with the major program, healthcare studies, that this minor stems from and so include healthcare instead of health. That also presents a potential problem as the term healthcare incorporates several disciplines beyond clinical specialities such as the business side of health, by including clinical this would be more clear. In addition there was question of whether this would be for the future healthcare studies majors and if so, if it would be more appropriate as a concentration. The UWIC had a consensus to invite the proposer to discuss the proposal at the first UWIC meeting of the fall semester.

Minutes submitted by M. Barboza